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＝．　Introduction：Links between Perceptions and Public Policies
At the start of the1990S，eCOnOmic competitiveness ranks
at the top of a government，s biggest worries．　Bureaucrats，
p01iticians，andtheir constituents supportpublic p01icieswhich
aim to enhance their nation，s competitiveness．　Public and
Private working groups and committees，Organizedin almost everY
COuntry，anaiyze their owninnovation system′trying to determine
their country′s strengths and weaknesses・　The outcome of such
Public attention and criticismis caii for public policies to
address and strengthen the perceived weaklinksin theinnovation
SYStem．ManY times the analYSisincludes a comparative studY Of
nationai innovation sYStemS・　When one countrY，s innovation
SyStemis compared to another，s sYStem，relative weaknesses are
SPOtted and alternative policies revealed．
Science and technoiogY（S＆T）areintegrai to theinnovation
PrOCeSS，nO matter What model of innovation is accepted．　＝n
fact，muCh hope and investment is placed on that uncertain
COnneCtion of science and techn010gy and economic growth・Public
P01icies supporting‘the promotion of science and techn01ogy are
Often　〕uStified todaY by their r01e in strengthening the
COuntry′s competitiveness．　The policies aim to b01ster the
PerCeived weak areas of theinnovation process，Or tO bridge any
gaps between the g‘eneration of knowiedge and the use of
knowledge．
Japan and the United States are often compared′　eSPeCially
theirinnovation and S＆T systems．　The United States perceives
itseif andis perceived by others to have a very strong basic
SCience foundation・　Since World WarIZ，the U・S・university
SyStem has been haiied as the bestin the world′　PrOducing‘an
unt01d amount of basic scientific knowledge．America，s weakness
is perceived to be thelink between research and application．
The United States，　abilitY tO aPPIY its scientific and
technologiCal knowledge towards innovative new products has
diminished over the years，eSPeCialiy when it is compared to
Japan・
Japan，On the other hand．perceivesitself andis perceived
by others as having a very strong，Very SuCCeSSful sYStem tO
develop new innovative products．　The heart of the Japanese
innovation systemisits ability to transform technical know how
into successful consumer PrOducts．Japan′s weaknessis perceived
to beits fundamental research base and has repeatedlY utilized
foreign SCientific knowledge as a supplement or replacement of
the basic science component ofitsinnovation sYStem．
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Figurel：　Perceived Strengths ofJapan and the United States
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Pubiic poiiciesin each country are the resuit of the
public′s demands．　The public demands are determined bY the
public′s perception of its countrY，s weaknesses or streng．ths．
LogiCailY，the public p01icies，goais are to strengthen the
perceived weak areas・Keeping thisin mind．it stands to reason
that the public p01icies of the United States should aim at
linking its strong‘basic research foundation to the other
SegmentS Of theinnovation process，SuCh as applied research，
development，and marketing．Likewise′Japans policies should aim
at strengtheningits fundamental science base．
This report examines the public p01icies aimed to strengthen
the weak areas ofJapan・SpecificallY，the studyiilustrates how
theJapanese governmentis promoting．basic research．
II．　Defining Basic Research
＝mperative to a studY Of the support and promotion of basic
SCientific researchinJapanis a definition of basic research．
＝n general，One muSt realize that there are manY COnCePtual
differences within the science p01icY reSearCh communitY On the
CategOrization and r0le of basic research and that these
differences haveled to many difficulties and debates．　　The
following definition for basic researchis generally accepted
WOrld wide；basic researchis research conducted for the purpose
Of advancing scientific knowledge without specific applications
being directlY SOug‘ht．To make theidea clearer，basic research
Can be contrasted with applied research，Or reSearCh directed
toward some end or usage apart from the extension of knowledge
for　⊥ts own sake．
Donaid E・Stokes suggests that the concept that basic
researchis mutually exclusive and opposite of applied research
isincorrect・Heinstead redefinesl and produces new categories
for basic and applied research by crossing the dichotomy of basic
and non－basic research with the dichotomy of applied and non－
applied researchin a two－dimensional arraY・
Figure　2：　Stoke，s Two－Dimensional ArraY
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QuadrantIincludes research that seeks pure understanding
Without a particular probiem or sociai need in view：　basic
research whichis not prompted by problems or needs．　Quadrant
HZ inciudes research that seeks a cleariy defined goal by
developing knowiedge that may be oflittle scientificimportance，
but will achieve the g．0al set forth：apPiied research which may
utilize scientific understanding generated bY Prior studies．
Quadrant ZZinciudes research that seeks to address a need by
extending basic scientific understanding to discover how that
need can be met：　basic and applied research seeking to extend
scientific knowledge and to meet a social need・1
The difficultiesinv01vedin classifying certain research
inJapan as basic research provide alarge obstacle for policy
analysts as theY COmPare the science and techn010gy capabilities
OfJapan t00ther countries．　＝nJapan′　the Statistics Bureau of
the Prime Minister，s Officeis responsible for the surveYS and
C01lection of S＆T indicator data．　　The Bureau defines basic
research as”Theoretical or experimental research undertaken for
the formulation of hypothesis and theories，　Or for the
acquisition of new knowledge，Without any particular application
or use in view．・・2　　For further clarification the Statistics
Bureau also defines applied research as research undertaken
Primarily for the advancement of scientific knowledge′．．With a
1Donald E・Stokesr HBasic and Applied Sciencein the U・S・‖
Pg・7，Science P01ic Pers ectives；　USA－Ja an，Ed．by Arthur
Gerstenfeld′　Academic Press1982，New York．
2Zndicators of Science and Techn0logy［Kagaku Gijutsu
Youran］，Science and Techn01ogy Agency．Science and Technolog‘Y
P01icY Bureau，1990．
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specific practicalaimorobjective．r．3　Deveiopmentis definedas
．．the use of the results gained form basic and applied research，
Or praCtical experiencest thatis directed to theintroduction
Of new materials，equiPment，PrOducts，SyStemS and processes，aS
we11as to theimprovement of those aireadyintroduced・4
0f course′　like the rest of the world′　in Japan the
difference between basic and appliedis not easy to distinguish・
YoshiYa Abe and Akira Tezuka point out that”neither basic
SCience and basic research nor applied science and applied
research are coterminous．　There are cases where researchers in
applied science are concerned primarily and directiY With the
Principles and the eiucidation of fundamental facts・　It is
appropriate to classify such research as basic research，eVenif
this research is conducted within the framework of applied
SCienCe．　　Furthermore，　there are also cases where basic
researchers promote，On their owninitiative′　the application of
their research findings．Itis appropriate to regard this as
applied research in order to disting‘uish it from pure basic
research・‖5　This difficultY tO distinguish between basic and
applied scienceied the Statistics Bureau to adopt a standard of
distinction．　The bureau settled on a s01ution is to use the
faculties where the research is conducted as a measure；the
faculties are categorized as relating to either basic or applied
SCienCe．
3工bid．
4工b土d．
5AbelYoshiyaandTezukar Akirat・・Basic andAppliedSciences
inJapan，”　Science Polic Pers ectives；　USA－Ja an，ed．Arthur
Gerstenfeld．Boston；　Academic Press，1982，P．27．
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ZZZ．The Concept of Basic Research andits R01ein the Znnovation
Process
Maria Papadakis expiains thatin the US，the relationship
between basic and applied research is tYPICally seen as both
mutualiY eXClusive andlinear：aPplied research cannot be basic′
and applied research occurs after basic research in an
unidirectionai flow of research activitY・　Zn Japan，however，
basic and applied research are perceived in a more
multidimensional andinteractive waY thanin the United States・6
Hs．Papadakis′　observation underscores theinsight one gains when
COmParing the sYStemS Of two very different countries．　　The
definition of basic researchis the same for the two countries′
Yet the perceptions are different・　＝t stands to reason then，
that the public policies of the two countries aimed at basic
research would be verY different，based on theirimplicit concept
of basic research．
The concept of basic research cannot be captured by a
definition．Basic researchis not self－COntained′itis part of
a larger picture，the innovation process・　ManY times the
justification for government promotion of basic science has
rested upon the role of basic researchin theinnovation process
and within the context of economic competitiveness．
For a discussion of comparative public p01icies，One Should
keepin mind a few commonalities among nationai governments．
The first being that the goal of a nationai government is
6The Science and Techn010gy Resources of Japan：　a
Comparison with the United States，NSF　88－318，Special Report．
pg．47．
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economic progress．　The secondis that thereis a belief that
SCience and techn010gy arelinked to economic advancement，and
that thisiinkis theinnovation process・　A government might，
therefore，generate Pubiic policies that might stimulate the
innovation process′　Or Perhaps particular stages of it．
Therefore′　Since this paper will discuss the public policies
associated with the promotion of basic research，it is quite
necessary to studY the r01e of basic research within various
modeis of theinnovation process・The term”model ofinnovation．l
denotes a top－1evel model of the processes of innovation in
industrial societies．
1．　　The Linear．Model
The linear model is the impiicitly understood model
generallY uSed bY the western world and theimpact of this model
iS enOrmOuS・　Thelinear model viewsinnovation as Han orderlY
process，Starting with the discovery of new knowledge′　mOVing
through various stages of deveiopment，and eventuallY emerging
in a finai viable form・・・7　Dr・StephenJ・Kiine depicts the
linear model the f011owing way；
7pricer William J・r and Lawrence W・Bass′　HScientific
Research and the Znnovative Process，”辿堕′　Ⅴ01・164′16May
1969．pp．802胃896．
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Figure　3：　Kline，s Depiction of Linear．Hodel
The linear model l－shows a unique′　linear pathwaY from
SCience through development to production and finally to
marketing．　The flow ofinnovationis visualized as a one－Way
PrOCeSS　‥・the onlY initiating step is research or‥・neW
knowledge・l・8
8stephenJ・Kliner・・Researchr　＝nventionl Znnovation and
Production：Models and Reality，H ReportINN－1D′　Thermosciences
Division，　Department of　Ⅱechanicai Eng．ineering，　Stanford
UniversitY，February1985，P．8・
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This modelis oversimple and recog．nized as beinginadequate
in describing theinnovation process，however，it has been the
conventional model for innovation in the western worid since
World War H．　　Pubiic p01icies adopted to stimulate the
innovation process，WOuld be aimed at stimulating research・
Unfortunately′　this model does not distinguish between basic or
applied research・．●After World War ZZ，the U・S・Setin place a
SYStem for systematicaliY funding essentially all g00d sciencet
but estabiished no equivalent for promoting improved
manufacturing processes．product innovation，improved design
methods or for supporting criticaiindustries・　This system for
Hscience p01icy．．‥．SeemS tO have come from thinkingin terms of
the Linear：旺Odel‥．after all if one believes the idea that
SCienceis the only entrY door toinnovation′　thenit does f0110w
that what government should dois support science and the rest
wili take care ofitself．‖9
2．　　The Chain－1inked Model
In1985，Dr．Klineintroduced his chain－1inked model as an
alternative to the iinear model．　The chain－1inked model is much
more detailed in its description of the relationships among
research，invention′innovation，and production．There are four
differences between the chain－1inked model and the linear model：
1）thelinearmodel suggests one process，the chain－1inked model
SuggeStS　5　0r　6important processes；2）　thelinear model is
9stephenJ・Kline′　HZnnovation StyiesinJapan and the
United States：　　　　Cultural Bases；　Implications for
Competitiveness，．．　Report INN－3，．Thermosciences Division，
Department of Hechanical Engineering，　Stanford University′
December1989，P．20．
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uniflow and has no indication of feedback loops，the chain－
1inked model incorporates many forms of feedback；3）　in the
linear model research monopolizes the entry gate to the total
process ofinnovation′in the chain－1inked modei researchis not
normally theinitiating step；4）in theiinear modei research
acts only at the start ofinnovation，in the chain－1inked model
important areas of research tYPICailY are PreSent in several
downstream arenas of action as well as sometimes occurringin the
土nltlat土ng‘Step・
Fig‘ure　4：　Kline，s Chain－1inked Model
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For this model Kline defines science as Hthe discoverY，
Creation，Verification′　Organization，StOrage，and dissemination
Of truth assertions about physical and biologiCal nature．
Science inciudes・・・reSearCh and knowledge・‖10He efines
10Kiiner HResearchl　＝nventiontInnovation，and Production：
Hodels and RealitY，H p．12．
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research as a”process，Or mOre PreCisely′　many prOCeSSeS・
Research is not in itself knowledge，although it produces
knowledge．Knowiedge is a property一一a kind of quantity that
exists and can usuaiiYbe stored for future use・‖11According to
Kline，reSearCh and knowiedge together constitute a central part
Of what we usually cal1pure science and knowledgeis thelink
Orintermediary between research and the processes ofinnovation．
According to Kline．research，inciuding the forms of
research called science′is critical to theinnovation process
in two ways．First，the Hknowledge cumulated bY reSearCh，Which
is to saYlargeiY bY SCience′is the foundation beneath the
entire structure of modern industrial innovation and the more
POWerful sociotechnical sYStemS We nOW emPloY・　MOreOVerr When
it comes to establishing truth assertions about nature′　the
processes we have come to call science are far more powerful than
any methods previousiy devised bY humans・・f12　　second′　the
knowledg．e and methods of science are used’’continuou白IY in
innovation whenever a question arises within anY StePin the
PrOCeSS．Itis preciselY this continuousiinking of scientific
knowledge and the methods of science to the processes of
‥innovation that suggest use of the word　′linked′in the name
giVen tO the model・‖13
The above modeiimplies that the public policy support of
SCience has been an economicaily supportable proposition．
Howeverr science and researchin aii formsis onlY One neCeSSarY
11工bid・′　p・12・
12工b土dり　p・23・
13工b⊥d・′　p・24・
12ー
COndition among a varietY Of sufficient conditions thatinitiate
and drive theinnovative processes．Techn010gy supports science
in critical ways and always has・
3．　Yahagl and Horimoto Var⊥atlon
At a February1990internationai conference，Yoshiaki Yahagi
and Hidetobe Morimot0　0f ToYOtO Central R＆D Laboratories
introduced a variation of the chain－1inked modei which
distinguishes between scientific knowledge and techn010glCal
knowledge．According to their model，COmPanies create and store
techn010giCal knowledge and suggest that knowiedge be divided
into two categories：　teChnolog．iCal knowledge and scientific
knowiedge・”Techn010giCal knowledgeis often the companY，s stock
in trade and is verY Often held a proprietary knowledge
SupPOrting the companies competitive position‥・a great deal of
techn010giCal knowledge cannot be written down・f・14　　science
directlY bears on theinnovation process only whenit comes to
theinterface of technologiCal and scientific knowledge．　This
applies to the content or knowledge in science′　and not to
SCientific method01ogY・　On the wh0le，teChn010giCal knowledge
has been moreimportant，in successin commercial markets than
SCientific knowledge．
14Kiinet HZnnovation StyiesinJapan and the United States
Culturai Bases；＝mpiications for Competitiveness，”p．12．
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Figure　5：　Yahagi and Horimoto Variation
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The Yahagi and Horimoto variation modeiimplies that there
isless of a〕uStification for public p01icies to support basic
research on the basis that basic researchis a crucial part of
theinnovation process．
4．　　Bloch，S　＝nnovation Continuum
Erich Bloch，　While Director of the National Science
Foundation，Offered his own version of aninnovation model．In
his modei，Mr・Bloch views science′　engineering and techn010g．y
as a continuum，Withideas．techniques and mostimportant of all，
people moving from one point to anotherin every direction・15
15The New Enineerin Research Centers：　Pur oses Goals
旦痙L＿星型珪旦主皇！辺旦′　Washington，D・C・：　National AcademY Press′
1986′　p．31．
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Figure　6：　Bioch，S　＝nnovation Continuum・Hodel
Blochlnnovation Model
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For this model，SCience is a process of investigating
Phenomenal a PrOCeSS Which leads to a bodY Of knowledge
COnSisting of theorY，COnCePtS′　methods and a set of resuits・
This body of knowledge is not，　however，insulated from
engineering or techn01ogy・　　Engineering is a process of
investigating how to s01ve problems′　it leads to a body of
engineering knowiedge consisting of concepts，methods′　data
bases′　and frequentlY，phYSical expressions of results such as
inventions，PrOducts，and designs・　Techn010giCalinnovationis
a process thatleads to more effective production and deliverY
Of a new or significantlY mOdified g00ds or services・　＝t also
CreateS COnCePtS，teChniques and data・
As far as public p01icyimplications．while director of the
National Science Foundation，Hr．Bloch pursued alarger for NSF
to plaYin engineering・　＝n1985　NSFinitiated the Engineering
Research Centers（ERCs）・The ERCs aim to bridge the gap between
the generation of knowiedge and the application of knowledge・
In1987　NSF inaugurated the Science and Technology Centers
（STCs）・　The STCs aim to enhance the possiblity of extracting
肩15
information and know how from university research to realize
technical applications・16
5．　　Demand Articulation
工n1989，Dr．Fumio Kodama put forth a new model for the
innovation process，demand articulation・This micro－1evel model
is a process in which．lthe need for a specific technology
manifests itself and the R＆D effort is targeted towards
deveioping and perfectingit・tt17　The processis a search and
Selection among technical options・　These technical options can
be drawn from a wide spectrum of sources ofinnovation・Options
maY be drawn from the’’shelf of existing technical c01lections，
where the research in market research and economics studies are
most concentrated．［Options］can also be drawn from the p0010f
SCientific knowledge，Which is advocated bY SCientists and
techn010gists in terms of a linear progression model of
innovation…．Zn between theSe two extremes，there exists a wide
range of techn010gy deveiopment，Which might be best described
as，targeted techn010gy development・，・・18　sources ofinnovation
Can be drawn off the shelf of existing techn01ogieS，While some
PartS maY be drawn from scientific p001s or sometimes beYOnd
them．
According to Kodama，the criticaiissuein the hig‘h－teCh era
16pg26r biue b00k on ERCs
17Kodama，Fumio′　Techno－Paradi m Shift：Anal2：in Ja anese
旦主旦虹■旦聖地幽旦′　draft・To be published bY Pinter Publishers′
hondon′1991．
18Ibid・′　Chapter4・
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is how to articuiate the demand for technology development rather
than how to break the techn0logiCai bottlenecks．　　Demand
articulation also needs the f0110wing conditions to be
SuCCeSSfui：　1）　all industries must have a high levei of
technolog．icai capability；2）brisk competition among companies，
almost to the point of excess；　3）　along－term COmmitment to
PrOViding financial and human resources for R＆D・
＝Ⅴ．　Clarification
For the purpose of this paper，We Will accept the Statistics
Bureau，s definition asJapan′s defintion of basic research and
Will utilize figures from the Statistics Bureau publication as
they are collected and organizedin the”＝ndicators of Science
and Techn01ogy．”　However，aS We embark on our analYSis of the
government，s promotion of basic research，We Will trY tO remOVe
OurSelves from all innovation models．　　Because a strict
interpretation of basic researchis n010nger viablein todaY，s
COnteXt，We Wiil not trY tO aSCertain what percentage of a
PrOgramis for Hpure basic research・H Znstead we wili observe
What tYPe and what areas of research do warrant promotion under
theJapanese government，s concept of basic research，kiso kagaku．
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Ciarification of basic research in Japan hinges on the
translation of two words：　kiso and kiban．　According to three
dictionaries kiso can be translated as the foundation，the basis，
the baser the groundwork′　and the substructure・19　Kibanis
translated as a base，a basis，a foundation・　When government
documents are translated′　kiso kagaku is translated as basic
research and kiban kagaku as fundamental research．＝n determining
how the Japanese government，ParticularlY the Science and
Technology AgencY（STA）and the MinistrY Of Education′　Science
and Culture（Honbusho）′devises andinitiates programs to promote
basic research，We Will study those prog‘ramS referring to kiso
kagaku・
V．　P01icymaking Outputs Concernedwith Promoting Basic Research
Zn the early1980S，aSJapan’s applied research capabilities
reached reiative paritY With world standards，Japan，s science
POlicY entered a new phase・　The domestic demand for government
SuPPOrt and promotion of basic research surfaced as industrY
moved past the catch up phase・　Foreign demands rose asJapan，s
industry′Which utilized foreign basic research throug．hlicensing
agreements，began to take a ma］Ority of the market share．
Calling it unfair，the foreign COuntries demanded that Japan
COntribute to the worid′s p0010f scientific knowledge．Since
1981′　the S＆T p01icymaking process ofJapan has generated outputs
190bunsha・sComprehensiveJapanese－EnglishDictionarYl1986・
Kenkyusha，s NewJapanese－English DictionarY，4th Ed．．1974．New
Japanese－English Dictionary of Scientific and Technical
Express⊥ons′1980．
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in response to those demands・　Some of the first outputs were
high－1evei advisory council reports and recorrLmendations which
Outlined the government，s goals and directions to promote basic
research．　A law in1986，allowed for more flexibilitY and
mobiiity of the S＆T system．　Since1981′　the Council for Science
and Techn0logY（CST），the Science and Techn01ogY AgencY（STA），
and the Ministry of Education′　Science and Cuiture（Monbusho）′
have devised and implemented programs specifically aimed to
promoted basic research・
A．　Council Reports and Recommendations
Zn response to the perception thatJapan，S・relatively weak
basic research foundation wouid not be able to support future
SCientific and techn010gical progress，theJapanese government
issued two reports which focused on theimportance of reinforcing
basic research・　Zn February1984′　the MinistrY Of Education′
Science and Culture′s Science Councilissued a report entitled，
．一Basic P01icY Of and Heasures for the　＝mprovement of the
Scientific Research System，一一　which cailed for the cons01idation
Of the foundation for basic research．In November1984′　the
Prime Hinister，s Council for Science and Techn0logyissuedits
Eleventh Recommendation which stressedJapan′s need for a basic
Shift in its research and development effort towards the
fostering of creative fundamental research．
The FebruarY1984　Report of Monbusho′s Science Council
SPeCifically names areas to be promoted・The first of goalsis
to cons01idateJapan′s basic research foundation and to promote
PrioritY S＆T research・　Besides strengthening the Science
一19－
Councii，s duties，the g．0als aisoinclude theimprovement of the
joint－reSearCh system between universities andindustry and the
expansion of the Grants－＝nーAid system・Additionaiiy，the report
redefines Honbusho′S・reSPOnSibilityin the training of research
PerSOnnei，Citing the countrY’s need for a suppIY Of young
Creative scientists who are mobiie．　The report aiso calls for
more c00Peration withindustry and animprovement and expansion
Of contract research，］Oint research，and the interchange of
researchers．20
The foundation of the Eleventh Recommendation of the Council
for Science and TechnologYis to promote highly creative S＆T，
Centering on basic research，tO emPhasizeinternational aspects
Of S＆T，and to harmonize S＆T with societY．　The Recommendation
Ciearly defines the priorities the government should have in
Order to accomplish those goals：　tO increase research and
development（R＆D）investment，tO SeCure and train R＆D personnel，
to cons01idate S＆T promotion，　and to expand international
COOPeration and exchange・　The Recornmendation even goes as far
as naming exactlY Which R＆D areas the government should promote．
Leading the list is basic′leading S＆T research on material
SCiences′information／electronic sciences，life sciences，SOft
SCiences，SPaCe SCiences′　OCean SCiences，and earth sciences．
The Eleventh Recornmendation directlYlinks the promotion of the
above areas with economic stimulation and an increase in the
20HinistrY Of Educationr Science and Culture，　HThe
University Research System，“（Tokyo；＋：旺Onbusho′1988）．
－20一
quality ofJapaneselife・21
Zn March1986，the prime Minister approved the Cabinet
PrOPOSed HGenerai Guideiines for Science and Techn01ogY・．．These
Guidelines are the adoption of the Eleventh Recommendation，s
Outline and plan to promote science and technologY mOre
efficiently・
B．　Research Exchange
In themidst theJapanese government，s administrative reform
in1985，the demand for animprovement of research exchange saw
results．＝n MaY1986，the Science and Technology AgencY prePared
andintroduced to the Diet a bill for facilitating governmental
research exchange．　The bill becamelaw and wentinto effect on
November　19，1986・　This Law for Faciiitating Governmental
Research Exchange allows for the appointment of foreignerS aS
managers′　the assignment Of patents to the trustee who has born
the funds，and for］Oint patents as a result of joint research
with governmentinstitutes・22
AdditionaliY，in Harch1987，the Council for Science and
Techn010gy decided on a”Basic P01icY for Operating Various
Systems for the Promotion of Research Exchang‘e Among the Private
Sector，Universities′　Government Agencies and Foreign Countries．
This policY allowed for researchers from the private sector to
21council for Science and Technoiogy′　Kagaku Gijutsu Kaigi
Dai Juuichi Go Toshin，lThe Eieventh Recommendation of the
Council for Science and Techn01ogy］′（Tokyo；Council for Science
and　でechnology′1984）・
22commission of the History of Science and Techn01ogy
PolicY，l’Historical Review of Japan’s Science and Techn01ogy
Policies，’’（TokYO：NationalInstitute of Science and Technolog．y
P01⊥cy．1989，p・245）・
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engage in research at national research institutes，　for
Preferentiai licensing of patents which are results of joint
research．for the receiving of private sector researchers at
national researchinstitutes，and for the concurrent appointment
of researchers of nationalinstitutes．23
C．　Programs of the Council for Science and Techn010gy
The Science and Techn010gy Promotion and C00rdination Fund
（Kagaku Gijutsu Shinko Chosei Hi）waS eStablishedin1981to
COOrdinate the promotion of key research activities necessary to
promote S＆T according‘tO POlicies set by the Council for Science
and Techn010g‘Y．　The funds are administered bY the Science and
Techn010gy Agency along basic policY guidelines aiso set bY the
Council．　Since1985，four new pro〕eCtS aimed to specificallY
PrOmOte basic research were initiated within the Special
c00rdination Funds．24
1．　Encouragement of Basic Research　（JYuuten Kiso KenkYu）
In1985　the Encouragement of Basic Research Program was
established with the objective of strengthening basic research
inJapan・The program attempts to enhance creativity within the
national researchinstitutes by providing aninflux of flexible
funding．
The proposals received by STA under this program originate
23工bid・′　p・246・
24・・Special C00rdination Funds for Promoting Science and
TechnologY：　Overview of SYStem′H Prometheus，（Tokyo；　Science
and Technology Agency′　Hay1988，P．26）・
－22－
with the directors of nationai research institutes．　　After
COnSulting with his researchers and deciding on a research
endeavor，a national researchinstitute director requests the
Central government agencY reSPOnSible for his institute for
SuPpOrt On his proposal，　then STA，s R＆D Promotion Bureau
approaches the Councii for Science and Technology for approval
Of the proposal under t・he program guideiines・Research pro］eCtS
Can COSt SeVeral million yen，and they are for one Year，although
renewable．
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Program funding started with　7　hundred mil1ion Yen（7
hundred millionin real terms）in1985，doubled t014million yen
（13・75　million yen）the next Year，and remained at thatlevel．
＝n real termsit has been decreasing since1986．
23ー
2．　Basic Research Core System（Kokusai Ryuudou Kiso Kenkyu　一
一Shousai Kiso KenkYu）
Estabiishedin1988，the Basic Research Core System，s g‘Oal
is also to promote creative basic researchinJapan，s national
research institutes，　however，it is different from the
encouragement of Basic Research Program becauseitis more open，
requiring c011aborative research with researchers from a variety
Of ministries and agencies，including researchers from abroad．
＝ts goaiis to transcend the boundaries of government ministries
Or agenCiesr and countries while providing fresh new scientists
to the national researchinStitute sYStem．
The term”coreH usedin the titie of this program refers to
the concept of a Hcorel．research group within aninstitute．　A
PrOminent researcherinitiates a research proposal andinvites
and accepts collaborative research from both within hisinstitute
and outside．　Once the ministry or agencY reSPOnSible for the
一．coreH leader，s institute approve the proposal，the proposal
moves on to the Research Survey Subcommittee of the Council for
Science and Techn01ogY．　　The subcommittee evaluates all
PrOPOSais，Selects the research themes to be funded for that
Year，and awards　3　Year PrOject grants，Which average several
million Yen．
First Year funding for the Core SYStem WaS　3hundred million
Yen（2・94　miilion Yen）in1988・　＝n1989it jumped t0　8　hundred
million（7・72miilion）and for1990，1・2billion Yen．Every year
the program funds　8grants・After1990，the nunber of grants and
the fundinglevel are expected to remain at the samelevels：　24
grants andl・2　billion yen．
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3．　Human Frontier Science Program
With much p01itical support，　the Japanese government
initiated the Human Frontier Science Program as a research
PrOgram Which promotes，On an international and c00Perative
basis，basic research for the elucidation ofliving organisms．
Zn October l989，the formal organi2：ation of the HFSP was
implementedin Strasbourg，France・The programprovides research
grants，fellowships，and funding for workshops to researchers
around the world on a selective and competitive basis．　The
Japanese research communityis not singied out as the dominant
reciPient Of funds．　Zn fact，the number ofJapanese scientists
Who were awarded HFSP grants and who are conducting their
research withinJapanis disappointingiYlow．
Since1987，the STA has funded the planning，Org．anization
ー25－
andinitial grants of the project・　Zn1989，the move to France
marked the programs maturity′　and funding was removed from the
C00rdination Fund．　STA now funds the HFSP from a separate
account andin con］unCtion with the MinistrY Of　＝nternational
Trade and ZndustrY．
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4．　Special S＆T Researcher SYStem（Tokubetsu Kenkyuin Seido）
Establishedin1990with the C00rdination Funds，the Special
S＆T Research SYStem Will place young researchersinto national
researchinstitutesin order to help significantly advance basic
research atinstitutes・　Supporting researchin the natural and
PhYSical sciences，these feilowship－tYPe grantS Wili hopefullY
PrOVide aninfiux of young．researchers for the national research
261
institutes．25
Young researchers must submit appiications to STA and their
applications are screened bY Committee on Policy Matters of the
Council for Science and Techn01ogY．　The proposals must then be
accepted by the nationaiinstitutes to which they applied・
Zn1990，50　0ut Of121proposals were awarded．　The
fellowship－tYPe grant Canlast anywhere fromlO months to three
YearS・Forits first yeart the program received200million Yen・
D．　Programs of the Science and Technology AgencY
STA programs which are specifically aimed to support basic
SCientific research can be dividedinto three types．　The first
being programs aimed to develop”creative’’researchers・　These
PrOgramS prOVide funds forindividuals to conductinvestigator
initiated research．　The second type of program aims to develop
a new′．．Creative，”research environment・　Zn order to help a
distinguished researcher set up alaboratorY Whichis free of
traditional restrictions′these programs supply thelarge amounts
Of funds needed．　For those iarger，high profile and capital
intensive research endeavors，the third tYPe prOVides funds for
necessarY equiPment and materials・The discussion beiow focuses
On PrOgramS Which beiong to the first two types and which started
after1980．
25＝nterview′　Mr・Masuro Tsukamoto′　Section Head′　R＆D
Promotion Section，R＆D Promotion Bureau，Science and Techn0logy
AgencY，Octoberl990．
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1．　ExploratorY Research and Advanced Techn010gy Organization
（Souzou Kagaku Gijutsu SuishinJigYOu Bu）
Under the Science and Techn01ogy Agency′s direction，the
Research and Development・Corporation ofJapan（JRDC）initiated
the Exploratory Research and Advanced TechnologY Organization
（ERATO）in1981with the aim of fostering the creation of
advanced techn010gieS and advancing future interdisciplinary
SCientific activities while searching for a better sYStem Of
basic research・　The ERATO prog．ram set the theme of subsequent
STA programs withits goal of providing．a more open and flexible
environment for：reSearCh as compared to the traditional research
environmentinJapan．
ERATO projects center around keY individuals，PrOject
directors who are appointed byJRDC・　Theleader supervises a
PrOject research team whichis usuallY made up oflO t020Ph．D．－
type scientists who arein theirlate twenties or early thirties．
The teamleader recruits and invites researchers to　コOin his
team・　For industrY ParticiPation′　the leader invites past
Students or receives researchers sent bY COmpanies for training
and experience・　From universitiesr post－doctorates are great
resources to be recruited′　either fromJapan or abroad．　Team
members can be empIoyed byJRDC on a Yearly contract，reneWable
between two and five years，Or they continue to receive their
Salary from their homeinstitute．JRDC strives to be flexible
in this area．26
26Interview′Dr・Toyoki Kunitaket Director，ERATO Holecular
Architecture ProコeCt，March1990．
－28－－
Results from a proコeCt are COmmOn PrOPertY OfJRDC and the
members of the pro〕eCt team．　Official lab b00ks are used to
PrOVide vaiid documentation on the research conducted and results
achieved．　Any patent right which resuits from a project is
］OintlY Shared bYJRDC and particIPating team members・
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Since FYl981，JRDC has funded three ERATO programs a Year
（fourin1990）・　The first year budget for the program was　6
hundred million Yen（6・32　hundred million）′　but grew to　4・6
billion yen（4．4biilion）in1989；a　667percentincrease・Even
When caiculated in real terms，the program increased by　491
PerCent・
In1990，the ERATO program expanded beYOndJapan，s borders
with the its Znternational Research Exchange Promotion
Activities．　　The first program，　a Study in the atomic
C00rdination design COntr010f new materials，Startedin March，
一29－
1990，amOngJRDC′　Cambridge University and London University and
under c00Peration with the British Science and Engineering
Research Councii．　Thisinternational program will be conducted
for five years and the research expenditures of about　2，500
million yen will be funded bY bothJapan and the U・K・Znitia11Y，
the research wili be conducted at the two British universities
by twentYinvestig．ators fromJapan and Britain・Researchleaders
are Dr．Michio Yamazaki of the National Research Znstitute for
Hetalst STA and Dr・Hull of Cambridge University・27
2．　＝nternational Frontier Research SYStem（Kokusai Furontia
KenkYu Shisutemu）
Launchedin October1986　at the Tnstitute of Physical and
Chemical Research（R＝KEN）with the aim to promote long－term
fundamental research，the＝nternational Frontier Research System
SuPPOrtS PrOjects from an extensive range of scientific fields
in research environments which are more open and flexible than
the traditional research sYStemS・　The sYStem also stressesits
Hinternationaiization，．．and includes non－Japanese advisors，
research teamleaders，and non－Japanese researchers．
The Frontier program is based on interdisciplinary team
research and concentrates on three areas of research：　　bio
homeostasis，frontier materials，and brain mechanisms．A fourth
branch of research，PhotodYnamics，Wi11start within the next two
years at an extension branch to belocatedin the Tohoku regiOn・
27sTA Today′（TokYO；　Science and TechnologY Agency′
Pebruary1990）・
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TheInternational Frontier Research SYStem WaS Set uP tO be a
long－term SYStem，the originalidea being that　5　years was to0
1imited．　Anin－house evaiuation of the research pro〕eCtSis to
take place every five YearS，at Which time the director of the
Program wi11decide on the future direction of the research team．
］nternationa＝＝rontierResearchSystem
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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The Znternationai Frontier Research System started with an
a110Cation ofl・1bi11ion Yen（1・1biiiion yen）in FY1986　and
Since then hasincreased　52　percentin real terms．
3・　SuperconductiveMaterials］甘ulticoreProject（Chodendo Zairyo
KenkYu Huluchicoa purojecto）
The Science and Techn010gY AgencY realized with the1986
discoveryof oxide superconductors that various S＆T problems must
be s01ved before anY aPPiications of oxide superconductors could
31－
be utiiized．Through the support of the Council for Science and
Techn01ogy′　the STA established the Multicore Research Pro〕eCt
On Superconductive近aterialsin1988・
The purpose of the projectis to acceierate both domestic
and internationai c01laboration of basic research on
SuperCOnductive materialsr utilizingJapan′s national and public
researchlaboratories．Research　一．cores”are organizedinto high
quaiity research organizations and each core is composed of
researchers who are members of the same institute or who are
members of outside organizations・
At present，reSearCh under this programis conducted by
”core．．groups at the National ResearchInstitute for Metals′　the
National Spage DeveiopmentAgencY，the Tnstitute for PhYSical and
Chemical Research（RZKEN），the Japan Atomic Energy Research
＝nstitute，and the Foundation for the Promotion of Material S＆T
OfJapan．（The Foundation for the Promotion of Material S＆T of
Japanis a public research corporation which receives endowments
from privateindustrY・）　Fourteen”core’’groups are conducting
researchin three basic areas：　theorY and database，PrOCeSSing
and characterization．The Research and Development Corporation
OfJapan piaYS a rOlein patents，licensing and other forms of
techn01ogy transfer・28
In1988this・Multicore Project received2billion Yen（1・96
biliion Yen）and grew t0　3・l billion Yenin1989．　Huch of the
Original funding is expected to be used for scientific and
analytical equipment．
28Hulticore Research Project on Superconductivity′（Tokyo；
Science and TechnologY Agency′1988）・
－32－
4・　Special Researchers，Basic Science Program
The Special Researcher’s Basic Science Programs was
establishedin1989　to provide feilowships for original，yOung
Japanese researchers who are able to carrY Out their research on
their own initiative in a．．free．．research atmosphere．　The
一一freel．atmosphere is within RZKEN’S iaboratories′　nOt Other
national institutes．　Young post－doctorates submit research
proposals to the R＆D Promotion Bureau of the STAr the STA selects
the researchers，　and eventuallY eValuates the program・
Researchers conduct theirindependent research atlaboratories
at R工KEN．
Zn　1989，　25　grants were awarded and every Year
thereafter　25　awards are to be awarded．　Funding started at　200
miilion Yen（193million yen）in1989and will climb to a higher
level as the total number of grants reaches seventy－five per
year・
5．　Promotion Enterprise for Individual　0riginal Research：
Harbinger Research　21
Zn September1990，STA，s R＆D Promotion Bureau submittedits
budget to the MinistrY Of Finance for approval・　AIso aimed at
PrOmOting basic researcht the Harbinger21Programwould be a new
STA program for FY1991・Again addressing the call for creative
andinternational research，the R＆D Promotion Bureau devised a
PrOgram Which would alleviate the researcher of most
肩33一
environmental obstacles to producing basic research・STA，s plans
are to setimportant research domains，then to develop original
researchin those areas byindividual researchers withinJapan，
and to support research activities in an environment free of
Organi2：ational restrictions・
Within the framework of the Research Development Corporation
OfJapan（JRDC），reSearCh topics，Which are expect to showlarge
breakthroughs，Will be chosen and researchers with originalideas
will be selected and employed．　TheJRDC will support both the
SalarY and research costs bY PrOViding approximatelY　60million
Yen tO the researcher over a　3Year Period・（20million Yen Per
Year）・This programis a curious mix of ERATO′s flexibility and
Selective grants，marking STA，s first venture in supporting
individual research outside of the national research system．
The Harbinger　21Program will focus on three themes a Year
and these themes will be chosen from the lOI seiected research
fields which are outlinedin the Guideiines．　The proコeCt Wi11
focus on three main areas：1）electronics　2）life science　3）
materials science．　Each year theJRDC′in con〕unCtion with the
R＆D Promotion Bureau，Will decide on the research topICS．
One obstacle for the program is its grants selection
PrOCeSS・　Management does no want to have all the trappingS Of
a peer review system′　however，theY realize that they need some
SOrt Of sYStem tO Select proposals．　At present，the Bureauis
COnSidering a panel interview system to seiect about　45
researchers a year．
The R＆D Promotion Bureau hopes to start the programin FY
1991　with a base budget of　450　million yen for research
34
activities and130　miliion Yen for salaries．　The JRDC wili
directly empioY the researchers and wil11ease research
facilitiesin the third sector，Or Public foundations．Research
assistants are a possibility under this sYStem and will also be
empioyed directly byJRDC・
E．　Trends in Programs Administered bY the STA：　CST and STA
Punds
Since　1981′　CST and STA funding‘for new programs
SPeCificaliY designed to promote basic research haveincreased
tremendousIY・　Since the CST funds are administered bY the STA，
they areinciudedin the STA budget・The f0110wing graph depicts
an overali funding picture for the programs described above．
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Besides the trend ofincreasing overall funding，We Can also
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try to establish whether there are any other trends in STA，s
PrOgramS tO PrOmOte basic research・Alook at where the project
PrOPOSai wasinitiated．reveals tw00Ptions・Research topICS are
either chosen or targeted by management，Or freely proposed by
theinvestigator・　Five out of the nine programs have target
research themes・　The bodies responsible for targ‘eting research
areas are the R＆D Promotion Bureau，the Council for Science and
Techn0logy′　and the Research and Development Corporation of
Japan．　The four programsinitiated since1987　accept proposals
Which are freelYinitiated bY theinvestigators．
The next interest is whether the programs are limited to
research conducted within the national researchinstitutes．　Six
Out Of nine programs support basic research within the national
researchinstitute sYStem・　Those that do not，SuPPOrt reSearCh
at laboratories within the third sector，nOt at universities．
The three are ERATO′　Since1981′　HFSP，Since1987，and the new
Harb⊥nger　21program．
The third trendis towards a review－tYPe Selection process．
CST and STA program proposals can be reviewed bY peerS Or by
Subcommittee of the Council of Science and Techn010g・Y・On the
Other hand′manag．ement also selects projects and proコeCtleaders′
Or the projects are selected bY reSearChinstitute directors．
Five out of nine programs have some sort of review process and
are not funded based solelY On management decisions・　OnlY the
Human Frontier Science Pro〕eCt has a peer review system．　The
Other programsinitiated after1988t except for the Multicore
Pro〕eCt，are reViewed bY a CST subcommittee panel．　The new
Harbinger21program hopes to have a siightly more formal review
一36－
PrOCeSS・The four programs not reviewed are the01der programs
and their award recIPientS are SPeCificallY Chosen by management
or committee．
The fourth area ofinterestis whether the proコeCtis conducted
bY team reSearCh or byindividuais・　Six out of nine programs
SuPPOrt reSearCh conducted by teams・　OnlY the three newest
PrOgramSr the Special S＆TResearch SYStemt the Special Researcher
SYStemt and the Harbinger21Programt support research conducted
bYindividuals・
Next，nOte thelack of a trendinincreasing thelength of the
award．　The time research is supported under each programis
CategOrizedintoiess than three yearsr three to five yearsl and
over five years．Four out of nine programs support research for
three orless YearS．　Despite the call forlonger－term SuPPOrt，
Only one programr the Frontier Research Programr SuPPOrtS
research for over　5　years，in this case，15　YearS・
Thelast area ofinterestis whether the program transcends a
boundary or previousinstitutionallimitation・Eight out of nine
PrOgramS Canbeclassifiedasinter－SOmething；inter－ministeriair
inter－institutiona1，inter－SeCtOr，and／orinternational．　Only
the Encouragement for Basic Research is limited to research
within one nationalinstitute by researchers of thatinstitute．
l S丁　一一
F．　Programs of the HinistrY Of Education，Science and Culture
－Grants－inーAid（kakenhi）－
Monbusho′s budget for two accounts，eXPerimental research
inciuding equipment and expenditure，and grants－in－aid and other
governmentinvestment，hasincreased by only8・2percentin real
terms from1981to1989．
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However，OVerall funding just for Monbusho′s Grants－Zn－Aid
SYStem has increased from alevel of　35・8　billion yen（3．77
billion）in1981to　52・6　billion Yen（50．7　billion）in1989，Or
34・6　percentin reai terms・
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An aggregate picture of Honbusho funding of universitY
researchl00ks quite stagnant，but a cioser examination of just
the Grants－Zn－Aid SYStem might prove the sYStem tO be more
dynamic than expected・　A tight budget coupled with the
flexibiiity of the Grants－＝n－Aid System might giVe Monbusho an
alternative to promoting basic research・　Zn closerl00k at the
Grants－In－Aid System，We Will analYZe the sYStem mOre Closely on
a micro′　CategOry－level．
a．　Special Promoted Research
（Tokubetsu Suishin Kenkyu）
In1982，the category of Special Promoted Research was
estabiished within the Grants－in胃Aid system to promote
internationallY renOWned research which is iikely to produce
OutStanding resuits．　This programinv01ves iarge－Size funding
for high－PrOfile research・　The research to be supported is
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described as research that has the Hpotential to surpass
expectations．H Funding for the projects range from　50　million
Yen Per year t0　300miliion yen per．year・Roughly50percent of
ali proposais are funded and researchis notlimited to anY
Particuiar fieids・
The program startedin1982with a budget of one billion yen
（1・034billionin real terms）andincreased t02・36billion yen
（2・273　billion Yen）in1989・In real termgit hasincreased by
120　percent・　　Afterits initial year the program，s budget
doubled to2biliion Yen（2・05）and since that year hasincreased
lO．7　percentin reai terms．
SpeciaJPromotedResearch
（ACategoryofGrants－ln－Aid）
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b．　Special Long－term Research
（Tokubetsu kenkYu）
＝n FY1990，this categ．0rY underwent a name change andis now
referred to as Special Long－term Research in Cancer（Gan
Tokubetsu KenkYu）・Original1Y this program promoted researchin
CanCer，natural disasters，nuCiear fusion，and the environmental
SCiences，but from1986　t01987′　the funding for research on
natural disasters and environmental sciences was phased out．
AdditionallY，FY1989　was thelast year for fusion research to
be funded under this prog‘ram．The1990name change reflects the
fact that the onlY arealeft to be funded under this grantis
CanCer．
Each of the research fields for this category were promoted
underlong－range（10　Year）p01icies・After thelO year periods
Were OVer，the fields were either phased out of the Kakenhi
SYStem and systematicallY PrOmOted as selected fields，Or Were
incorporated in the Priority Area Research CategorY・　Cancer
research has three more years until the end ofitslO year plan
and since1984　researchin cancer has aiso been funded under the
PrioritY Area Research／Special Project Research category．　＝t
Will beinteresting to seeif after the ten YearS，CanCer Will
also become a selected field for promotion outside of the kakenhi
SyStem Or Wi11be funded under oniY the Priority Area Research
Category・
Projects under this categorY g．eneraily run about90miiiion
Yen Per year and thelargest award being about　800　mi11ion yen
per year・
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SpecialLong－termResearchinCancer
（ACategoryofGrants－］n－Ajd）
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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The above graphillustrates how the different fields of
research funded under this program were phased out・Overall the
funding for this program decreased from　5・65　billion Yen（5・95
billion）in1981t0　2・91billion yen（2・808　billion）in1989・
C．　PrioritY Area Research
（JYuuten rYOuriki kenkyu）
Zn FY1990，this program，s name was shortened to just
PrioritY Area Research・　Prior t01990　the program was called
Priority Area Research／Special Project Research，and priori t0
1987，it was calied just Special Pro］eCt Research．According to
a　近Onbush0　0fficial，the Science Council of MOnbusho felt that
the Special Project Research program was not as flexible orlong－
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term as it shouid be．　The Special Project Research Program
funded researchin the fieids oflife science，atOmic energY，and
materials science for alimited grant of only three years・　At
the managementievell a decision was made to revamp the Special
Project prog‘ram and in1987　the Priority Areas Program was
一・phasedin・”This programis uniquein the sense that there was
an overlapping－tranSitional period and not a program in the
tYPICal Hscrap and buildH style of Honbusho・29
The objective of this programis to fund fixed－term TARGETED
research in fields of strong‘SCientific and sociai needs・
SpecificallY：materials science′information electronicsrlife
science′　earth science′　SPaCe SCience，energY SCience and the
humanities and sociai sciences．Pro］eCtS under this categorY Can
iast from3－6years and can cost anywhere from50million t0　300
million yen per Year・
PriorityAreaResearch／SpecificProjectResearch
（ACategoryofGrants－In－Aid）
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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29Znterview′　Mr・Kazuo HiYaコimal Section Head′　Grants－Zn－
Aid Section．　Science′　Techn010g‘y and　＝nternationai Affairs
Bureau，HinistrY Of Education，Science and Culture・
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0verall，this combination categorY increased from　4．77
billion Yen（5．026　biilion）in1981t012・23　biliion Yen（11・8
bi11ion）in1989．a154　percentincreasein real terms・　Since
theintroduction of the PrioritY Areasin1987′　the program has
grown128　percent・　Comparatively′　fundingincreased onlyll・5
percent from1981to1986whileitwas stiil just Special Pro〕eCt
Research．
d．　Cooperative Research
（Sougou kenkyu）
The C00Perative Research category promotes researchin any
field whichis carried out bY reSearChers belong‘ing tO different
research institutions．　　Grants are divided into two sub胃
CategOries，CategOrY A offeringlarger awardS・in real terms，
the funding for this categorY has decreased bY5・7　percent since
1981．　Zts1990　fundingis the same nominal amount asits1989
amount：　2．74　trllllon yen．
CooperativeResearch
（ACategoryofGrants－Jn－Aid）
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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e．　　General Scientific Research
（Zppan kenkYu）
The General Scientific Research award funds research which
is carried out by a research or a group of researchers who belong
to the sameinstitute．There are three categ．0ries for which one
Can aPPIY，depending upon the size of the award・　Category Ais
l0　－　50million yen per Year・　CategorY Bis　3　－10million yen
and category Cis anYthingless than　3　million Yen．　＝n1983，
a D categorY WaS Phased out by the management becauseit felt
that a grant for about　500，000Yen WaS tOO Smali and not helpful
to conduct researchin today′s expensive research environment・30
Generar Scientific Research
（ACategoryofGrants－1n－Aid）
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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30Interview with丑r・Miya〕1ma・
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Since1981′　the funding for this programin real terms has
increased oniy　8．9　percent．　Since1984′　the program has been
growing at an average of　2・5　percent per Year．
f．　Encouragement of Young Scientists
The category of Encouragement of Young Scientists aims to
PrOmOte individual research on tw0　1evels：　an institute
researcher，and at thelocal，teaCherievel．Division A provides
grants of under12，000，000Yen tO a reSearCh who belongs to any
researchinstitute or organi2：ation whois conducting research bY
himself and whois under　35　YearS Of age・　Division B provides
funds of under　3rOOOrOOO yen for an eiementarYr］uniorr or high
SCh001teacher or a private citizen whois conducting‘reSearCh
On h⊥s own．
The funding for this program hasincreased　94・8percentin
reai terms since1981′　With theincrease onlY for Division A．
Funding for Division B has remained nomina11Y the same at　90
million Yen Per Year・　Division A，s funding increase is a
POSitive signal，　eSPeCiailY tO POSt－doctorate researchers，
Whether or not theY are Part Of a koza hierarchYin a universitY
Setting・　　Additionaily′　in FY　1990，　a neW division was
estabiished：the Speciai Researcher（Tokubetsu KenkYuin）．This
new divisionincorporates theJapan Society for the Promotion of
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Science′S　（JSPS）　post－doctorai feiiowships for foreign
researchers andJapanese researchers・　The FY1990　budget for
this new divisionis　9．9　bi11ion Yen．
EncouragementofYoungScientists
（ACategoryofGrants－ln－Aid）
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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g．　Deveiopmental Scientific Research
（Shiken KenkYu）
The objective of this programis to fund appiied research
Whichis being conducted within the university setting and which
is iikeiY tO PrOduce a practical appiication・　The proposals
received under this category are reviewed bY a SPeCial cornmittee．
One third of the cornmittee members are universitY PrOfessors，One
third are researchers at national researchinstitutes，and one
third are members of privateindustry．
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Devel0PmentalScientificResearch
（ACategoryofGrants－ln－Aid）
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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Since　1981′　this program，s funding has increased　65．6
PerCentin real terms・The program received an averageincrease
Of　6．7　percent a Year for the past ten years・
h．　　Overseas Scientific Research
（Kokusai gakujutsu kenkYu）
The objective of the Overseas Scientific Research program
is to provideJapanese researchers funding to conduct research
Or SurVeYS abroad・　The grants are for long胃term reSearCh
OVerSeaS；long－term defined as two or more months．The category
is divided into four sections：　1）　research in cancer，2）
SurVeyS Of research abroad′　3）　C00Perative research on an
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individuallevel，and　4）　cooperative research on a university
level．
OverseasScientific Research
（ACategoryofGrants－1n－Aid）
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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Funding in real terms for this category has increased by
181．9　percent since1981・　Such strong funding support no doubt
duein part to the p01icy call for strongerinternationalization
OfJapan，s scientific community・
i．　　Scientific Research Promotion
（Tokubetsu kenkyu sokushin hi）
The Scientific Research Promotion program funds research
Whichis deemed urgent andimportant to society bY the Science
Councii of Monbush0．　Since1981this program has remained
Stagnant With fundingin real terms decreasing bY　6・O percent．
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Specia］PromotedResearch
（ACategoryofGrants－In－Aid）
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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j．　Basic Research Program
（Souseiteki Kisou kenkYu hi）
Zn FY1990　a new category named the Basic Research Program
WaSinitiatedin response to a recornmendation from MOE，s Science
Councii to increase efforts to promote basic research．　This
fiscal Year the program was allocated　400　million Yen．
G．　　Trends in Monbusho′s Grants－in－Aid
The Grants胃Zn－Aid．in total，increased　34．6　percent since
1981，and23・6percent just since1984・Amore detailed analysis
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shows that the nine categories of Grants－＝n－Aid could be grouped
into three classifications：　Significant growth，Siight g‘rOWth，
and stagnating and／or declining・Significant growthis defined
as growthin real terms whichis equal t00rlarger than the34・6
PerCent grOWth of the overall Grants－Zn胃Aid・Siight growth would
be those categories that grew′　but at a rate iess than　34．6
PerCent・　Stagnating or declining・PrOgramS are those which did
not growin real terms，Or declinedin both real and nominal
terms．
Out of the nine grant categories，five programs have
increased more than34．6percent，however，OniY four of these are
Ciassified as having significant growth・
1．　The PrioritY Area／Special Project Researchincreased
by154．3　percent since1981and its share of total
Grants－in－Aid funding has risen froml3．O percent to
2．
3．
4．
23．3　percent・
The Overseas Scientific Research categoryincreased by
181．9percent since1981andis now5．3percent of the
total Grants－Zn－Aid budget，uP from　3．O percent in
1984．
The Deveiopmentai Scientific Research category has
increased by　65．6　percent andis now　8．5　percent of
total funding，aS COmPared t0　7・4　percentin1984．
The categorY entitled　．lEncouragement of Young
ScientistsH increased by　94．8　percent since1981and
is now　9．4　percent of totai funding，uP from　8．3
percent・
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Two categories are ciassified as having onlY Slight g・rOWth・
1．　The Speciai Promoted Research categ．0ry′　eStablishedin
1982，increased bYl19．8　percent since1981′　however，
2．
afterit was fuily establishedin1984it hasincreased
by onlYlO．7　percent・　The categorY dropped from　5・7
PerCent Of total Grants－Zn－Aid fundingin1984　t0　4・5
PerCentinl989・
The General Scientific Research categ‘OrYincreased bY
8．9　percent since1981andit has dropped from　34．3
PerCent Of total Grants－＝n－Aid fundingin1984　t031・4
PerCentin1989・
The remaining three categories have decreasedin both nominal
funding andin their percentage of total Grants一工n－Aid funding．
1．　The Special Long胃Term Research has dropped by　52．8
PerCent Since1981and now accounts for onlY　5．5
PerCent Of total Grants－ZnーAid funding，down from13．9
2．
3．
PerCentin1984・
The Special Research Promotion categ‘OrY has dropped by
6．0　percent since1981and now accounts for onlY　3．7
PerCent Of totai Grants－Zn－A＝d funding，down from4．7
perCent・
The Cooperative Research grant categorY dropped bY5．7
PerCent and nowis　5．2percent of total，down from6．7
PerCentin1984・
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H．　　Future Outiook for Grants－In－Aid
The overall funding for the Grants－＝n－Aid System has
increased　34．6　percent since1981．but at a rate of only
approximately5percent per Year Since1984・A rateisiess than
the yearlYincreases forJapan，s total R＆D budget・　An anaiysis
Of theindividual categorY budgetsindicates that since1981．and
inlight of the p01icy recommendations of1984′　an emPhasisis
being piaced on designated priority research，iarg‘er胃SCale／large
name research，aPPlied research，yOung reSearChers and research
COnducted overseas．
When studYing the promotion of basic research，One WOrries
about targeted research・　As discussed earlier，the areas
desig‘nated as being targeted are very diverse．There is no
Particular reason to believe that this targeted research would
not be basic research．　Likewise′　the larg‘e－SCale／large胃name
research does not exclude basic research・　Only one category of
the Grants－fn－Aid specifically excludes basic research and that
is the Developmental Scientific Research Category．
＝n1990，however，Monbushoinaugurated a new program which
SPeCificaily aims to promoting basic research，eXCluding applied
research．For FY1990，this Basic Research Programis one twelfth
the size of the Developmental Scientific Research CategorY．＝f
One WOuld take the examples of how other categories within the
Grants一工n－Aid sYStem Started．one might predict the future
trajectorY Of this new categorY・　After its first year，the
PrOgram might doublein funding for1991′　then maintain alevel
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for subsequent years．　＝f the new programis as popular and as
Well supported as the Priority Area Research categoryt its
trajectorY might be one of sustained significant growth・
＝．　＝ndustrY－UniversitY Cooperation
The third system through which：虻Onbusho utilizes to promote
universitY reSearChisindustrY－universitY C00Peration Zn this
mutual system′universities turn toindustrY for research funding
andindustrY，aSit hasin the past，turnS tO universities for
training ofits researchers・The sYStemis undergoing a change・
Today′industrYis more interested in basic research，and is
turning to universities for newideas．　Since1981′　C00Peration
between the two sectors has increased in the f01lowing areas：
〕Oint research pro］eCtS，COntraCt reSearCh，COntraCt reSearChers
and donations．　We will take a closer l00k at two areas which
might have the mostimpact on basic research at the universities・
1．　Industry－UniversitY Cooperative Research System
（Hin－kan nado to no KYOdo Kenkyu Seido）
The Zndustry－UniversitY Cooperative Research SYStem Started
inl983　with the distinct purpose to enhanceindependence and
Creativity of R＆D within Japan．　The system allows private
COrpOrations to send researchers and funds to universities in
Order to engagein c00Perative research・In theorY，a universitY
PrOfessorinitiates cooperation・Funding for the c00Perative or
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joint－PrO〕eCtS COmeS mainlY from corporations，although XOnbusho
does provide some support・　For resuits of the］Oint－reSearChr
PatentS are］OintiY fiied・
JointResearchProjectsand
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Sinceits startin1983，the system′s funding and number of
PrO］eCtS hasincreased tremendously・Zn1983，the sYStem Started
With　56　pro］eCtS，and　700　million Yenin Monbusho funding・
2．　Donations to Encourage Learning
（Shogaku Klfu K⊥n）
The r01e of donations from Japan，s private sector to its
universities is to enhance the S＆T research at national
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universities and can be aimed at student educational expenses．
The decision to accept donations from the private sectorlies
entirelY With the president of the national university．　Once
accepted the donations are received bY the　光inistry of Finance
as part of annual revenue′　and the same amount of moneyis then
attributed to the annual expenditure budget of the universitY．
Thisis furnished to the president of the universitY，and must
be accounted for as cash outside of the annual expenditures and
reVenueS．
＝n1987，　Monbusho opened up a new avenue for universities
to receive donations・　Private organizations are now a110Wed to
donate chairs，and／or whole researchinstitutes to universities．
DonationstoEncourageLearnlng
from PrivateSectorto Universitjes
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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J・　JSPS System
TheJapan SocietY for the Promotion of Science（JSPS）is a
SemigOVernmental organization founded in　1967　under the
56
SuPerVision of Honbusho・One ofits main duties are to provide
researchers with funds necessary to conduct c00Perative research
PrOコeCtS and to provide　コunior scientists with research
fe110WShips・＝n October1985，JSPSinitiated the Feliowships for
JapaneseJunior Scientists（Tokubetsu　王Cenkyuin），targeting the
training of research personnel・　Zn FY1988，this program
expandedin the number of grantees・
JSPSSpecialResearcherProgram
FundinginYen（XlOE8）
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Fe110WShips are granted to postdoctorai researchers who will
COntinue research activities at universities or university
relatedinstitutions on a non－emPloyment basis and to graduate
Students who will finish their doctorai studiesin two years．
Feilowship tenureis two years・Approximateiy70percent of the
fellowships are for research in the phYSical，engineering，
chemicalr biologiCal and medical sciences・31
31JSPS Annual Report1988－1989，（TokYO：Japan SocietY for
the Promotion of Science，1989）・
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Ⅴ＝．　Conciusion
To protect or enhance their future economic competitiveness．
national governments today are devising andimplementing public
POiicies to strengthen their perceived weaknesses・　Since the
eariy1980S，Observed outputs attest to t・he fact that the
Japanese government is attempting to b01ster its perceived
Weakness in basic science・　In1984，the highest S＆T policy
making body′　the Council for Science and Techn01ogy．submitted
a recommendation pinPOinting‘basic science as one of three areas
to be promoted for the future・　Zn1986，a Set Of”General
Guidelines for Science and Techn0logY．’were adopted bY the Prime
Hinister and his Cabinet，and since that point，the government
has promoted S＆T on the basis of the two・　Additionally′　the
PrOmOtion of basic research withinJapan was giVen an eXtra PuSh
in1986，aS the Research Exchange Promotion Lawwentinto effect．
On programmatic levei，　the Councii for Science and
Technology′　the Science and Techn01ogY Agency′　and the Hinistry
Of Education，Science′　and Culture areinitiating new programs
SPeCificallY aimed to promote basic research within their
］urisdictions・　Trendsin the STA and CST programs are towards
investigator initiated proposals，a mOre COmPlex seiection
PrOCeSS，and individual feliowship－tYPe grantS．　Monbusho′s
Grants－in－Aid sYStem′　Withits recent prograrnmatic chang．es，an
emphasis appears to be placed on designated priority research，
larger－SCale／high－prOfiie research，aPPlied research，yOung
researchers，and research conducted overseas．
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